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and
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Teachers and VET Reform

From a Policy Learning perspective a double role:

– Professionals in the system
  and
– Stakeholders in reform

But these roles are radically changing
Teachers and VET Reform

Professional roles are changing

- Life long and life wide learning facilitators instead of transmitters of unrelated bits of expert knowledge and skills
- Several paradigm changes: public management, education management, VET policies, school management and organising learning processes
- Changing learner needs and labour market requirements
Teachers and VET Reform

Stakeholder roles are changing

• Long neglected but now increasingly appreciated
• VET reform as ongoing learning process
• Requires articulation between national and system level, on the one hand, and local and school level, on the other
• Need for teachers to go beyond the class room into the school, community, VET system at large and across borders
• And to become actively engaged in reform process
Teachers and VET Reform

• In their role of new professionals teachers are engaged as indispensable stakeholders

• How to involve teachers and trainers in ongoing VET reforms so that ownership will be better translated into quality learning and teaching and professional expertise form teaching and learning processes can guide systemic reform
TEACHER TRAINING

• VET teacher training generally based on academic university principles

• Need for shift towards preparing competent teachers

• Requires modernisation, structural changes and systemic reform of teacher training systems
What does this imply for ETF?

• How to bring teacher and trainer training closer to schools and enterprises in order to develop competency-in-action?

• How to assist schools in becoming learning organisations and mediators of VET policy learning?

• How to stimulate and capitalize on school-based and teacher initiated innovation and modernization actions for national policy and systems?
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